Sydney

Overview
Recognized as a global financial hub, Sydney ranks as a top five financial center in the Asia Pacific region and serves
as the regional headquarters for numerous multinationals.
Sydney's standing as a global leader in investment management, infrastructure financing and structured products is
reflected in our service offering to innovators in the financial services sector.
Established in 1928, Dentons' Sydney office has built enduring relationships with some of the largest, most
successful companies in the banking and finance, property and construction, energy and resources, and aged care
and health sectors.
Rely on a team offering commercially astute advice founded on the experience of working for government and the
regulators, and in businesses within these industry sectors.
Comprehensive coverage of your advice needs is on hand, from corporate advisory and tax advice to insurance,
insolvency, intellectual property and technology, dispute resolution, employee relations and safety, planning and
environment, and government relations.
Operational efficiencies and cost savings are delivered to your business through our in-house development of software
solutions specifically catering to your needs. And as active and respected industry association members, we
advocate reform that expands, not hinders, your business.
From the start-up phase through to listing, overseas expansion and sales, we support you as you grow. Where
overseas investment and expansion is on the agenda, partner with a team offering seamless advice through integrated
teams located in more than 125 offices across the globe.
For a commercially astute, relationship-oriented and highly innovative mindset, partner with a team focused on
leveraging its location in Sydney's strong and sophisticated financial services hub.
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